TILLAMOOK COUNTY.REWITNESS  #225
SEC. 27 T 15 R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
Book  PAGE  MAPS
GLO  MICROFILM
53  194  A-180
AMA  67
4  83
1  92

CONDITION GOOD  FOUND: 8" x 5" x 26" STONE AMA BK2 P766
GONE  12" ALDER  5.69°E  1881KS GLO
GONE  14" ALDER  N.22°E  3691KS GLO
Possible stump hole?  6" ALDER  N.12°E  34°  BK4  R83
GONE  3" ALDER  S.85°W  15°  BK4  R83
"X" on top of stone has been destroyed by farm equipment.

COMMENTS: "CS" on east side of stone visible.

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN CONCRETE CYLINDER AT POSITION OF FD. 5" x 8" x 26" STONE MARKED CS
* 60" HD Section 10' South

NEW ACCESSORY: DISTANCES TO NAIL WITH BRASS WASHER IN FACE
X16" SPRUCE  N.77°E  48°  SW DLC #31 B.T CS
X44" SPRUCE  S.6°W  135°  SW DLC #39 B.T CS

UNDER GROUND MARK - SET 1 1/2" x 24" IRON BAR TOP OF BAR IS 36" BELOW GROUND SURFACE & VERTICALLY BELOW BRASS CAP SURFACE MARK.

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN A FIELD DOTTED WITH SPRUCE TREES NEAR THE TOE OF A HILL. LAYED FOUND STONE ALONGSIDE MONUMENT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: ALLAN E. DUNCAN  ALLEN J. DVORAK
DAN MCKNITT

DATE: 3-4-84  PHOTO#:  TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.